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All thirty universities surveyed accept OA fund reimbursement applications from 
faculty and none of them allowed alumni to apply. Students are grouped together; 
however some universities only allow graduate or post-doctoral students to apply 
for the OA fund.

Eligibility

Sponsors
Of the thirty universities reviewed, twenty-seven have OA funds that are sponsored
completely, or in part, by their university’s library. Fourteen of the thirty universities
reviewed receive co-sponsorship through their administrative or institutional initiatives.
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Building on the research initiatives of SPARC, thirty North American universities’ OA 
fund initiatives were reviewed on their sponsors, eligibility, reimbursement criteria, and
stipulations related to the fund. In addition, fifteen OA journal funding models and 
twelve hybrid journal funding models were reviewed on their average APCs and their
licensing.

A growing number of OA journals require authors to pay a fee, an Article Processing
Charge (APC), in order to have their articles published in ther journal. In addition, 
many traditional, subscription-based journals are beginning to offer the option to 
make an article OA if authors pay an additional fee, the APC. This practice of
charging an APC in order to provide open accessibility to the articles is seen by many
publishers as a transitional method from subscription-based models to more inclusive
models of funding to incorporate OA initiatives.models of funding to incorporate OA initiatives.

Background

Funding Specifics
All thirty universities reviewed accept applications for the reimbursement fund 
from individual authors affiliated with their university, but not for co-authors from 
other institutions. The authors must individually apply for the reimbursement 
fund for each article accepted for publication.

If there is more than one author, it is common for the reimbursement amount to 
be equally divided among the authors. Only the authors at the sponsoring 
universityuniversity are eligible and must individually apply. The amount is prorated by the 
total number of authors. 
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Twenty-two of the universities reviewed include a specific cap on how much funding
one author may receive in a given period of time, or how many times one author may 
apply for reimbursement. Twenty-two of the thirty universities include a specific cap 
on the funding awarded to each article. 

Caps on Funding

Hybrid Journal Stipulations
1. No embargo period
2. Author retains certain rights to the work
3. Reduced subscription fees to the sponsoring university
4. Author may self-archive the work
5. Reduction in available APC fund for hybrid journals

Of the thirty universities reviewed, all support OA journals. Fourteen also 
support hybrid journals, in some capacity. Of the fourteen universities reviewed 
that also include hybrid journals in their OA reimbursement fund, eight include 
specific stipulations that must also be met.
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Supported Journals
Licensing
Of the fifteen OA journal publishers reviewed, fourteen allow an author to place
a Creative Commons (CC) license on their article. Eight of those have specific
CC licenses that are eligible.

Of the twelve hybrid journal publishers reviewed, eight allow authors to place
a CC license on their article; however these eight do not specify which type of
CC license must be used by the author.
 

Link to Full Report:
http://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc111007

Conclusion
This poster illustrates the findings of this research and identifies emerging 
best practices among universities that have implemented an OA fund. As 
publishing practices, funding models, and scholarly communications continue
to evolve, universities must find innovative ways of keeping up. OA funds are 
one approach that universities can use to promote open accessibility to the 
valuable research outputs of their faculty and students. Although trends are 
apparent in the research data, best practices will not be fully developed untilapparent in the research data, best practices will not be fully developed until
more universities adopt this approach.

Of the twelve hybrid journal publishers reviewed, the average APC is $2600.
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Of the fifteen OA journal publishers reviewed, the average APC is $2000.
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